Empower remote workers with Microsoft 365 for enterprise

A combination of features in Microsoft 365 for enterprise enables your workers to work from anywhere and at any time in a highly collaborative, productive, and secure way.

Remote worker architecture and configuration

Remote worker architecture and configuration

Phase 1: Deploy
- Configure identity infrastructure for users, groups, and authentication settings
- Deploy Windows 10 Enterprise to Windows devices
- Install Office 365 ProPlus on Windows, iOS, and Android devices
- Deploy Intune device and app management and enroll devices
- Configure DLP policies and sensitivity labels

Phase 2: Drive user adoption
- Train remote workers on:
  - Sign-in with MFA
  - Device use and allowed apps
  - Windows 10 Enterprise security features
  - Outlook, Teams, SharePoint, and OneDrive
  - Using sensitivity labels
- Review remote worker usage and address feedback
- Retrain as needed

For deployment guidance, visit aka.ms/m365eremoteworkers
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